DSE Workstation Assessment
As employers, you must carry out a workstation risk assessment to ensure that you identify
any hazards your employees may encounter while using DSE and their workstation.
Employees can be involved in the assessment however it is the employer’s responsibility to
complete the assessment.

A workstation assessment should include the following:
 An overview of the work task
 Information to show that the workstation fulfils the requirements of the
Regulations (Schedule 4)
 Issues that need to be addressed
 A list of actions (where appropriate), who is responsible and when they are to
be completed.

This workstation assessment checklist can be used to aid in completing a workstation
risk assessment, but it is not intended to replace a full workstation risk assessment

Workstation Assessment Checklist
Assessment Details
Workstation User Name:
Assessed by:
Date:
Assessor comments:

Actions required:

Yes

No

Person responsible:
Date to be completed:
Brief description of task

Display Screen
Are the characters on the screen clear and easy to
read?

Yes

No

Action
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Is the screen image stable (free from flickering,
etc.)?
Is the screen from glare and reflections that may
be uncomfortable for the user?
Does the monitor allow for easy adjustment of
contrast and brightness?
Is the monitor adjustable (tilt and swivel
movements)?
Display screen comments……

Keyboard & Mouse
Does the keyboard have a matt surface (to avoid
glare)?
Are the characters on the keys clearly visible?

Yes

No

Action

Yes

No

Action

Yes

No

Action

Does the keyboard adjustable (separate from the
monitor, allow for height adjustment, etc.)?
Is the area in front of the keyboard free to support
the wrist and forearm?
Is the mouse located close enough to the user to
avoid over-stretching?
Keyboard comments…….

Workspace/ Desk
Is there sufficient space at the desk to ensure that
the screen, keyboard and accessories are
arranged comfortably?
Is there sufficient space at the desk for users to
work in a comfortable position?
Is there sufficient leg-room under the desk
(removal of items that restrict leg-room)?
If used, is the document holder stable and
positioned to minimise neck and eye strain?
Workspace/ desk comments………

Work Chair
Is the chair stable?
Does the chair allow freedom of movement so
users can work in a comfortable position?
Is the seat adjustable in height?
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Is the seat back adjustable (in height and tilt)?
If required, is a footrest available to the user?

Work chair comments…..

Environment
Is there sufficient space at the workstation for
users to complete their work and vary their working
position comfortably?
Is the lighting at the workstation adequate (not too
bright or too dark)?
Is the workstation free from glare from windows
and lighting sources?
Are the noise levels emitted from the workstation
equipment adequately low (not distracting from
work or straining to hear or speak)?

Yes

No

Action

Yes

No

Action

Environment comments…..

General
Are employees recommended to take a short
break every hour (approx.)
Have employees been offered an eye or eye-sight
test?
Have employees been informed and trained
regarding the safe use of the workstation?
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